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Recent data indicates that the pandemic has 
accelerated the shift away from physical stores to 
digital shopping by 5 years.
In 2020, analysts say e-commerce grew 30%, while non-essential department stores 
declined 60%. 

What does this mean for business? What technologies and capabilities will drive the next 
phase of e-commerce-enablement? Where should investors place their bets? 

A panel of industry leaders discussed these topics on April 20, 2021:

Moderated by



Unprecedented E-Commerce Leapfrog –
A Wild, Fascinating Year
“It has been a wild ride,” said Michelle Kelly, CEO of Lilly Pulitzer, speaking about e-commerce 
growth in the last year, requiring Lilly company to move dramatically faster on digital and 
omnichannel fronts.

“It began with a question,” said Erynn Petersen, CTO of Drizly, “why can’t alcohol be 
delivered?” With a goal of being there when it matters, Drizly works with thousands of retail-
ers to deliver to 100 million customers in 1400 cities. As a category, alcohol e-commerce now 
represents 7% of all alcohol sales, growing 42% last year to $24B in value.

“We provide the picks and shovels for the ecommerce gold-rush,” said Suchit Bachalli, CEO of 
Unilog, as he used the example of a hardware customer reporting 1320% growth in e-com-
merce sales to describe an increase in sales prospects for Unilog’s e-commerce-enabling 
platform. 

Multifaceted Interplay Between Physical and Digital 
Online shopping is expected to continue growing at over 3 times the 
rate of physical retail. But, in terms of sheer size, physical retail is still over 4 times the 
size of online sales. The panel felt that the brick-and-mortar experience will continue to be 
important. It is morphing into something new focused on:

Human touch The pandemic, and the digital life it has accelerated, has made 
human-touch even more special, and consumers appreciate the human interaction they get in 
stores.

Instant gratification  Most online retailers have not mastered same-day delivery, 
and for most it is not economical to do so. When a customer needs instant gratification, the 
store often remains the best bet.

Hybrid experience  The purchase experience is often a blend of physical and digital. 
Stores that historically focused on cost control and in-store sales, are now also dealing with 
safety procedures and new shopping paradigms, such as curbside pickup and order online 
pick-up in-store.

Nodes on a network If an e-commerce business is a national technology network, 
then stores are nodes on that network – fulfillment centers using inventory more efficiently, 
and providing local presence that strengthen brand relationships.



Rushing to Optimize Buy-Flows
Rapid growth, high consumer expectations, changing shopping behaviors, and intense com-
petition is putting pressure on retailers to rapidly optimize their buy-flow and differentiate 
themselves. Key areas of product roadmap focus amongst the panelists were:

Discovery  The product discovery journey requires more than basic taxonomy. Product 
information management systems are powering a broad and flexible set of filters to make 
product detail accessible, and to help consumers who know what they like discover some-
thing they want. 

Site Search  Search results are smarter and geared towards closing the sale. For 
example, user in Florida searching for a winter jacket gets different search results and recom-
mendations than a user searching in Chicago. That user may also get directed to jackets 
“available now at a store near you” or those “that might also interest you”.

Content  Today’s well informed consumer has an insatiable appetite for product detail 
including customer and professional reviews. Content management systems are capturing 
this information and propagating it across marketing channels. 

Customer Care Tools  Omnichannel tooling that allows call centers and chatbots to 
respond in real-time to consumers navigating any aspect of the purchase lifecycle on a web-
site, through an app, in the store, or on the phone, leveraging identity and access manage-
ment solutions. 

Looking Around the Corner - 
Investable Growth Opportunities
Some of the ideas surfaced by the panel and through questions from the audience:

Self-Service Tools  that promote trade by improving reliability, trust and transparen-
cy. For example, customer capabilities to surface and manage account information, open 
orders, back-orders, open invoices and passwords.

Product Portfolio Aggregation  by acquiring third-party resellers selling relat-
ed products across various channels, such as Amazon, Etsy, eBay. Then leveraging merchant 
data across those channels and the product portfolio to further grow the business deeper and 
broader across more channels.

The Post-Purchase Experience  driving streamlined returns and promoting 
repeat sales, built on knowing your customer through Identity Platforms, communicating with 
your customers leveraging AI-tools (e.g. chatbots) and efficiently transacting with your cus-



Existing retailers, new entrants and platform providers are rushing to 

take advantage of an unprecedented boom in e-commerce. They are 

moving rapidly to optimize buy-flows by investing in product 

information management systems and omnichannel customer care. 

Importantly, the interplay between bricks-and-mortar and online has 

deepened - each channel playing to its strengths in driving 

transactions and retention. The expectation is that, on the other side 

of the pandemic, sales at physical locations will grow again, but if 

increasingly that product was researched online or was an exchange 

for an item bought online, is that physical shopping or e-commerce? 
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